**Slane Activities**

**Slane Canal Ramparts Walk to Slane Castle View – Stackallen Weir**

Distance: @2.5k to Slane Castle View or @6k to Stackallen Weir
Terrain: Walking by the River, some parts can be muddy! Wear walking shoes.
Starting from The Hub, go down Mill Hill and cross Slane Bridge. Go through gate on right hand side on bridge and you will be walking between the canal on your left and the River Boyne on your right. Cross the weir and continue along the river. When you come to the gate pictured, climb over and follow the path.
You are now entering woodland which will soon open out along the river side. Continue along the river and you will soon enjoy a view of the famous Slane Castle. Note: This area is private property and terrain can be difficult at times. To get to Stackallen Weir simply continue along the riverside track until you come out at Stackallen Weir just before Stackallen Bridge.